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Who We Are

• Privacy and Data Protection Team Named “Practice 
Group of the Year” by Law360

• Chambers USA 2014 Nationally-Ranked Privacy and 
Data Protection Practice

• Over 750 breaches handled, with more than 245 in 2014 
alone

• Team includes 40+ attorneys specializing in privacy and 
data security law across the country



The Anthem Breach
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On February 5, 2015, 
the nation’s second 
largest health insurer 
announced that hackers 
gained unauthorized 
access to their servers. 



The Anthem Breach

Affected Population: Up to 80 million 
individuals across all Anthem product 
lines

Information Affected: Names, dates 
of birth, member ID/ social security 
numbers, addresses, phone 
numbers, email addresses and 
employment information

Date of Discovery: January 27, 2015

Credit Monitoring: To be offered to all 
affected individuals
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The Fallout

Just days after the 
announcement:

Class Action filed in California 
(Morris v. Anthem)

Class Action filed in Alabama 
(Juliano v. Anthem) 

The Wall Street Journal reported that 
Anthem did not encrypt customer 
data

Email scams targeting Anthem 
members 
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What Employers Need to 
Know

• Legal Obligations Under HIPAA
• The Duty to Notify
• ERISA Implications
• Responding to Employee 

Concerns
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Legal Obligations Under HIPAA



Who is Subject to HIPAA?

• Covered Entities
– Health Care Providers
– Health Plans

• Group Health Plans
• Health Insurance Issuers
• Others

– Health Care Clearinghouses
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Who is Subject to HIPAA?

• Business Associates (indirectly and 
directly by virtue of the HITECH Act)
– Third party administrators, such as Anthem, 

UHC, Aetna
– Other vendors that provide services to health 

plans, such as consultants and data 
warehouses

– Business associate agreements govern their 
responsibility with regard to PHI in a breach 
situation
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Who is Subject to HIPAA?

• Plan sponsors are not "covered entities" 
and cannot be directly regulated by HHS

• Instead, HHS regulates the flow of 
information from group health plans to 
plan sponsors
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Self-Insured v. Fully-Insured

• Identify the role played by your organization 
and by Anthem regarding your organization’s 
group health plan
– Self-insured plans are the sole covered entity 

and are ultimately responsible for the protection 
and security of PHI
• Third party administrators like Anthem and other 

vendors are business associates
– Fully-insured plans are covered entities, 

however, Anthem is also a covered entity and 
will likely be viewed as the covered entity 
responsible for the privacy and security of the 
plan’s PHI
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Protected Health Information

• “Protected Health Information” or “PHI” is:
‒ Individually identifiable information;
‒ That relates to:

• The provision of health care to an individual; or
• The past, present or future:

‒ Physical or mental health condition of an individual; or
‒ Payment for health care for an individual

– Information is “individually identifiable” if:
‒ It identifies the individual by name, social security 

number, address, etc.; or
‒ You reasonably believe (or should understand) that it 

can be used to identify the individual
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For HIPAA Purposes, What Should 
Employers Be Doing Now?

• Review business associate agreements, 
and other agreements, with Anthem to 
determine responsibilities

• Review internal breach notification 
policies and procedures

• Develop strategies for employee 
communications

• Communicate with other business 
associates regarding the actions they are 
taking
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Duty to Notify



Duty to Notify - HIPAA

• The covered entity generally has the 
notification obligation

• May be delegated to a business associate
• The covered entity must notify each 

individual whose PHI is subject of the breach 
• Notification must also be provided to HHS 

and prominent media outlets at the same 
time for breaches over 500

• May also need to consider substitute notice
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Breach Notice – Timing for 
Affected Individuals

• Notice must be given to affected 
individuals “without unreasonable delay” 
after discovery of a breach

• Outside limit:  60 days
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How do you notify?

• HIPAA requires first class mail 
• Content includes: 

– Date of discovery
– Date of breach (if known)
– Description of the breach
– How the individual can protect themselves
– Mitigation and corrective action
– Contact information for the covered entity
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Next steps under HIPAA

• Communications with Anthem to 
determine if your employees are affected

• Who will notify individuals, media and 
HHS?

• Do you want input on the member 
communications and offer of credit 
monitoring?

• What is Anthem doing to prevent a similar 
breach in the future? 
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State Laws May Be Implicated

• 47 states, D.C., & U.S. 
territories have state 
breach notification laws 

• Laws vary between 
jurisdictions

• Some states include 
health information within 
definition of PI; all include 
SSNs

• Some states exempt 
entities who comply with 
HIPAA

• If a state law is more 
restrictive than HIPAA, 
then state law applies



ERISA Implications



ERISA 101 (health plan version)
• Group health plans, maintained by private sector 

employers for their employees (and dependents), 
are regulated by ERISA
– Applies to both insured, self-insured plans
– Independent of HIPAA rules, requirements
– Department of Labor (DOL) enforces, not HHS
– Key difference: ERISA permits affected individuals to 

sue plan & fiduciaries
• Government plans, some church plans, exempt

– State law (including state privacy laws) then apply 
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ERISA Implications



ERISA 101 (Cont’d)
• Every ERISA-regulated benefit plan has at 

least 1 plan fiduciary (most, several)
– Fiduciaries are the ones who have, or exercise, 

discretion over how the plan is operated
– If documents don’t identify, law says to look at 

who is exercising discretion
– Privacy officer, security officer, both considered 

fiduciaries under ERISA 
• The plan documents should 

compartmentalize fiduciary roles; most don‘t 
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ERISA Implications



ERISA 101 (Cont’d)
• ERISA fiduciary responsibilities, w/a group 

health plan
• Comply with all federal laws (ACA, HIPAA, etc.) 
• Make sure insurance policies, contracts, kept in force 
• Make sure plan’s terms are followed, enforced
• Collect, forward contributions (withholdings, COBRA 

payments, etc.); handle refunds/rebates
• Organize & maintain plan records
• Handle all government reporting, disclosures to plan-

covered employees & dependents
• Fiduciary duty to plan covered individuals 

“among the highest known to law”
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ERISA Implications



Now, About That Breach . . .
• Duty to act for the benefit of plan-covered 

individuals =  (1) keep them informed; (2) 
protect/secure plan records; (3) enforce BA 
agreements, other policy or contract rights; (4) 
demand answers

• A slumbering fiduciary is a liable fiduciary
• Do plan documents clearly specify the 

fiduciary(ies) responsible for handling the 
situation & complying with HIPAA? 
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ERISA Implications



ERISA Implications

No Word (Yet) From DOL
• Already “set the table” in Technical Release 

2011-04 (MLR rebate release): look to plan 
provisions, general fiduciary duty rules, 
when acting

• DOL argument to SCOTUS  in Fifth Third v. 
Dudenhoeffer (2014): all plan fiduciaries 
subject to same fiduciary rules: no 
exceptions (unless found in statute)

• Clear from ACA/COBRA “notification” 
guidance that DOL sees fiduciary(ies) 
responsible for communications  
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ERISA Fiduciary “To Dos”

What To Do, If Anthem Is Insurer (Or TPA) 
1. Check plan documents: identify who’s in charge 

of HIPAA compliance
2. Make record of everything done or considered, 

from here forward
3. Be advocate for plan-covered individuals: contact 

Anthem rep(s), get answers, assurances; 
demand indemnification; notify participants & 
beneficiaries what fiduciaries are doing to hold 
Anthem accountable

4. Consider passing along any general information, 
or rights, Anthem provides not being shared 
directly by Anthem  
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ERISA Fiduciary “To Dos”

What To Do If Plan Uses Anthem Network or 
Anthem Was Prior Insurer
1. Check plan documents: identify who’s in charge of 

HIPAA compliance
2. Make record of everything done or considered, from 

here forward
3. Be advocate for plan-covered individuals: contact 

Anthem rep(s), get answers, assurances; demand 
indemnification; notify participants & beneficiaries 
what fiduciaries are doing to hold Anthem 
accountable

4. Consider passing along any general information, or 
rights, Anthem provides not being shared directly by 
Anthem 
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ERISA Fiduciary “To Dos”

What To Do If Anthem Not Involved 
1. Make record of everything done or considered, 

from here forward
2. Check plan documents to make clear delegation 

of HIPAA compliance responsibilities
3. Contact insurer or TPA, to verify plan data not 

accessible by Anthem 
4. Review existing BA agreements
5. Ask all BAs for information on present encryption 

policies, practices
6. Inform plan participants & beneficiaries of 

precautions being taken on their behalf
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ERISA Implications

Reconciling ERISA With HIPAA, Other 
Obligations
• Treat the BA agreements as part of the plan’s 

documents and instruments, to be enforced by a 
“fiduciary”

• Treat breach-related communications as fiduciary 
communications

• Treat state law notification obligations as ERISA-
preempted
– Have fiduciary communication(s) comport w/ substantive 

requirements  of state where plan administered
– NOTE: If plan not covered by ERISA, check for state 

law disclosure obligations   
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Responding to Employee Concerns



Responding to Employee Concerns

• Involve key personnel 
(and legal counsel) prior 
to communicating

• Reassure your 
employees  that you are 
monitoring the situation

• Direct employees to: 
www.anthemfacts.com

• Current and former 
Anthem members can 
call: 877-263-7995
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Responding to Employee 
Concerns

• Point out that Anthem reported to be offering 
credit monitoring to affected individuals and 
encourage employees to accept that offer 

• It is also advisable for all employees to monitor 
their payment card accounts, bank accounts, 
credit reports and explanation of benefits 
statements carefully 

• If they see any unusual activity, they should 
quickly contact their bank, payment card issuer, 
credit reporting agency, or Anthem
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Responding to Employee Concerns

To order a free credit report, employees can visit www.annualcreditreport.com 
or call toll free at 1-877-322-8228.
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Responding to Employee Concerns

• Employees may also 
contact the three 
major credit bureaus 
to place a 90-day 
fraud alert on their 
credit reports 

• Fraud alerts protect 
against the possibility 
of an identity thief 
opening new credit 
accounts 
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